
 
Approved:  
Human Rights Committee     
Minutes of Meeting 
Date and time: June 7, 2021; 6:32 PM  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Present: 
Committee Members: 
• Martha Brennan 
• Tova Crystal  
• Jeremy Gross 
• Samuel Nordberg 
• Pat Purdy 
• Tom Younger (Ex Officio as Interim Town Administrator) 
Absent:  
Janet Burt 
Kevin DiNapoli 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Agenda 
1. Open the meeting  
2. Public Comment Period  
3. Approval of minutes from May 3, 2021  
4. Old Business: follow up on action items from last meeting: debrief Pride Ceremony, Flag 
Forum, etc.) 
5. Juneteenth Ceremony planning/discussion 
6. Update from liaison with Hamilton HRC-Jeremy Gross 
7. Discussion of Joint Statement on Recent Hate incidents in HW 
8. Ant-bias training discussion 
9. Other Business as may not have been reasonably anticipated by the Chair (Discussion only) 
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Martha opened the meeting at 6:32.  
There were no public comments. 
The minutes of 5/3/2021 were approved unanimously. 
Old business: 

• Debrief after Flag Raising Event for pride  
There was discussion about the flagpole being obscured by a tree facing the road which was 
disappointing. Next year, we need additional places to display the flag. Tom indicated that the 
select board is working on this. A suggestion was made to have more festivities and it would 
have been nice to have students from the high school attend.  

• Flag forum  
Sam said he thought it was outstanding. There was discussion that it was a terrific start and we 
would encourage more to attend in the future. It was agreed that Chief Stevens was excellent.  



 
 
 
Juneteenth: 

• Celebration is Saturday, June 19th at 10 AM and Wenham Town Hall. There was 
discussion about everyone bring 5 friends and encouraging others. Miles Davis will sing 
“Lift Every Voice and Sing” and there’s a graphic, a speaker, a singer. Tova: someone 
will read the speech from the Juneteenth committee. This year there are more flag 
raisings than ever.  Next year, June 19th falls on a Sunday, and there was discussion 
about requesting having the flag raising on a different day.   

Update re: liaison Hamilton HRC: Jeremy Gross: 

• Hamilton Meeting on May 19th  
 
Recent Hate Incidents: Discussion of joint statement 
There was discussion about concerns regarding the School Committee meeting where a trans 
student, who was presenting was bullied in the chat. The Chat comments were homophobic and 
violent. The discussion noted that this was not criminal, but there could be school discipline. 
Martha reached out to the student who indicated that he did not feel targeted out specifically. 
There was also discussion about another transphobic incident involving Snap Chat at the school. 
 
There was lengthy discussion would we be willing to draft a joint statement about these 
incidents?  
The student presenter had been misgendered at the meeting We would like to introduce some 
clear language such as a statement we could make. The question brought up was would the 
Select Committee allow the HRC to make a statement for ourselves? We are supposed to keep 
track of incidents.  Sam talked about root cause analysis. Discussion: 

• What if we tried getting to the bottom of how it happened and what drove it?  
• Assuming that the event didn’t happen in a vacuum and was not a one-off, what drove 

this? 
•  What should we be targeting? Tova said that she experienced this in high school, under 

the guise of messing around as kids and that this has existed part of the culture of the 
school. 

•  It was brought up that at one of our previous meetings Anne Brady suggested “how to 
disagree without being disagreeable”.  

• How to prevent public expressions of this kind? Sam stated that if you drop the hammer, 
people will learn who it is safe to talk about this with and who they can’t.  

• There was discussion about people retreating into their in-group. We might risk 
alienating folks rather than creating an opportunity for dialogue. Tova agreed but said we 
shouldn’t come across as “there were points on both sides”.  



• Martha gathered examples of municipal examples of responses such as Beverly did a 
letter, Wakefield did a proclamation. Martha liked Beverly’s approach.  

• At the Pride event Reverend Duda said that their Pride flag was stolen and BLM flags 
have been stolen. There was discussion about writing a general statement to address the 
issues. Pat expressed concern that the School Committee didn’t address this in a more 
effective way.  There was concern about coming after the kids specifically. Discussion 
about it has to be an all-encompassing thing, with more from the schools, more from the 
School Committee. We need to work together with others about this. 

•  A suggestion was:  could Wenham HRC hold a forum? Maybe in the fall? Sponsored by 
the two HRCs. Perhaps we could have a trans speaker who could share their experiences? 

•  Gordon College is the largest organization in Wenham, and they make job applicants 
sign an anti-LGBT statement.  Per the request of Hamilton HRC, we could join a 
subcommittee to draft a statement to be sponsored by Wenham HRC to be on that 
committee. Jeremy Gross will reach out to HRC.  Martha will be involved, as will Tova, 
for now, but Tova is leaving for grad school in the fall, can’t plan for the fall.  

Anti-bias training  
Discussion involved getting examples from other towns, research the kind of training to do, 
make a statement about the importance of anti-bias training, and how important it is for the town. 
Pat suggested possibly folding into the HR setup already There should be DEI goals that they 
make progress towards. Tova asked about budget. There was agreement that a commitment 
doesn’t need to mention money. Tova and Martha will write a draft.  
 
Other Business 

• We should be putting that data out there We should be making our portal more accessible 
on the Town website.  Students don’t know that they could report to us anonymously We 
should be reminding the people of the town every two weeks or so. Public meetings in 
person start June 15th and the new administrator is an ex-officio member of the Wenham 
HRC.  Martha will work with Jackie on website updates We are currently under 
“Wenham Human Rights”, not “Human Rights”. The police are putting our email address 
on the Wenham Police business cards  

• Pride event at Patton Homestead June 27th  
• Indigenous land acknowledgment: webinar June 12th, with indigenous scholars  
• Need to preregister for free event Hamilton didn’t vote, but School Committee voted in 

the affirmative, used at graduation Tom will meet with the chair tomorrow, should be on 
2nd July BOS meeting Wenham HRC would shepherd this at the board meeting  

• There was discussion that Boxboro has a DEI, but we are not sure about Middleton  
• Pat Purdy said goodbye to our committee as her term ends in July.  
• If the legislature doesn’t change its ruling, in July, all meetings will be in-person only  

Meeting adjourned at 7:30.  
Respectfully submitted: Janet Burt 
Notes taken by Jeremy Gross 
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